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Sermon 

6 November 2016 

West Kirk of Calder & Polbeth Harwood 

 

By: Rev Dr Jonanda Groenewald 

Text: Genesis 1:1-27 & 31; Genesis 2:1-3 

 

So on Monday we moved house… Have you ever heard that expression: 

“It’s going to get worse before it gets better?” Well, I’m living that at the 

moment!  

 

You would think that the chaos would become more ordered as you 

unpack more boxes… But no… That doesn’t seem to be happening in 

my case! I even found one of my boys sitting in a big box yesterday 

afternoon!! 

 

He can be lucky that we are now unpacking and not packing up 

anymore, because otherwise he could have been taped up and put in 

the lorry. I kid you not – they even packed our bananas in a box last 

Friday!! 

 

So one day this week I was sitting in my very messy study, taking a wee 

break from the endless job of unpacking, wondering what I should 

preach about today. And all I could think about was chaos!  “I am 

surrounded by chaos, how will I even be able to think straight?” I thought 

to myself. 
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And then it dawned on me… The creation story! Chaos on a completely 

different level!! 

 

And that gave me so much hope. Because the creation story is a story of 

chaos turned into order. Of chaos transformed into something beautiful 

and amazing – by God. 

 

And that is what Genensis 1 is – a story that gives us a little glimpse on 

who God is and what he does. 

 

You often hear people say that the Bible is just a load of rubbish, 

because scientifically speaking, Genesis 1 doesn’t hold much water 

(pardon the pun!), but we should remember that the Bible is not a 

science or geography handbook. 

 

It’s a book about the relationship between God and people. A book that 

can be so meaningful to people who read it, that it is still in popular 

demand more than thousands of years after it was written! 

 

When the Israelites were in exile in Babylon, they had a really hard time. 

They were far away from home, and the Babylonians forced them to live 

life in a completely different manner to which they  were used, and they 

didn’t like it at all.  

 

They were now living in a country where the people worshipped the sun 

and the moon, and they wanted to explain to these people that the sun 

and moon are not gods. 
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They wanted to make them see that God – their God, everybody’s God – 

made everything, including the sun and moon, and that He alone should 

be worshipped. 

 

And you know, I think at this low point in their history the people of God 

needed a wee reminder themselves that God made them and was in 

control of their lives. Because there, in the unknown, it didn’t always feel 

like that. 

 

So it was during this time that the creation story in Genesis 1 was 

written. To explain to the Babylonians that God made everything, that 

God is in control of everything, and that God is a God of order. 

 

Even the clever scientists today with all their different explanations for 

the creation of the world, have to acknowledge that somehow the 

process had to be initiated… Evolution, the big bang – somebody had to 

get that ball rolling, and I believe that that was God. 

 

God made the earth. We don’t know exaclty how, the Israelites didn’t 

either. But they had to try and explain it as best they could, in their 

language and with their specific understanding of life – hence the 

creation story we find in Genesis 1. 

 

In Genesis 2 we find another creation story, a story that was written in a 

different set-up, with slight variations from the story we find in Genesis 1, 

and that just proves to us that is doesn’t matter how it happened exactly, 

the only thing that is important is that it was God who created the world. 
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In verse 2 we read that the earth was formless and empty. The Hebrew 

word used for ‘formless’ is not a well-known word, and it is translated 

slightly differently in different translations of the Bible. In the Afrikaans 

Bible it says that the earth was “wild” and empty. 

 

In other words, it was chaos. Nothing was where it was supposed to be, 

nothing was in it’s right place. But then, almost with the snap of a finger, 

God sorted it: carefully, meticulously, He put everything thing exactly 

where it should be. Out of nothing he made something, out of chaos, he 

brought order. 

 

God did that at the very beginning of time, and he still does it today. 

 

If we have chaos in our lives – if it feels as if nothing is happening the 

way it is supposed to happen, if you can’t understand what is going on in 

your life and why, don’t worry about it – just hand it over to God. And He 

will sort it for you. 

 

It might not happen straight away, or you might not see the changes you 

would have liked to see, but God will make sure that things work out the 

way they should. 

 

The Israelites in exile didn’t get to go straight home the minute they 

realized how amazing God was! Some of them actually had to spend 

quite a long time in Babylon, but they did get to go back eventually. And 

by then the Babylonians knew about God. So there was good that came 

out of their difficult situation. 
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Although it certainly doesn’t feel like that to me at the moment – I know 

at some point all the boxes in our new house will be unpacked and I’ll 

find a place for everything. It feels almost impossible, but you know and I 

know that it will happen. 

 

Believe that in regards to your own life too. If things are messy, if your 

whole life feels upside down, just take a deep breath, put your head 

down and get on with it – because it WILL, at some point, all fall into 

place. 

 

Actually, I think a very good way of dealing with our problems are to 

UNPACK them. I have many a time over this past week, when I didn’t 

know where to put something, considered just putting it back in a box 

and sorting it out later. 

 

But that’s a rubbish idea – because we all know I’ll just never do it, that 

I’ll put that box up in the loft and it will sit in the loft untill we move again 

the next time. What a waste! 

 

Unpack your problems, although it’s hard, sort through them and make a 

plan with them. Face up to them. Do something about the ones you can 

do something about, don’t just put them back in the box where they will 

unconsciously bother you for the rest of your life… And as for the rest, 

accept the things you can not change and try to see the opportunity in 

what happens to you. And you’ll be amazed at how much easier this 

actually is than you thought it would be… 

 

In his time God will make you see why he led you on the road you are 

on, and then you’ll be able to testify to anybody who wants to listen, that 
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God is in control. He is in control of creation, and He is in control of your 

life. 

 

Because he made you, and He saw that what he made was good. 

 

Amen 

 


